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a  b  s  t r a  c t

Artificial  neural  networks,  electronic circuits,  and  gene  networks  are  some  examples  of  systems  that  can

be modeled  as  networks,  that  is,  as  collections  of  interconnected  nodes. In this paper  we  introduce  the

concept of the  terminal graph  (t-graph  for  short),  which  improves  on the  concept  of graph  as  a unifying

principle for  the representation,  computational  synthesis,  and  inference  of technological  and biological

networks. We begin  by  showing  how to use the  t-graph  concept  to better  understand  the working of

existing methods  for  the  computational  synthesis  of networks.  Then, we discuss  the  issue of the “missing

methods”, that  is,  of  new  computational  methods  of  network  synthesis  whose existence  can  be  inferred

using the  perspective  provided  by  the concept  of  t-graph.  Finally,  we  comment on  the application  of  the

t-graph perspective  to  problems  of  network  inference,  to  the  field of  complex  networks,  social  networks,

and to  the  understanding  of biological  networks  and developmental  processes.

© 2011 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Many biological and technological systems of considerable rel-

evance can be modeled as networks, that is, as collections of

interconnected devices. For example, electronic circuits are col-

lections of interconnected electronic devices; neural networks are

collections of interconnected neurons; gene regulatory networks

are collections of interconnected genes, and similar interpretations

can be maintained for many other systems like communication net-

works, control systems, and metabolic networks. Typically, these

systems contain nonlinearities, feedback loops, and exhibit com-

plex dynamics at different timescales. As a consequence, they are

in general difficult to synthesize (design) by hand. Thus, many

deterministic and stochastic methods for their computational syn-

thesis have been proposed. For example, [13] and [41] describe

several stochastic methods for the computational synthesis of neu-

ral networks, [14] and [42] illustrate various approaches to the

computational synthesis of electronic circuits, and [24] considers

the problem in  the context of biological networks.

In this paper we describe a new approach to the representation

of networks. This approach is based on the concept of t-graph,  which

will be introduced in the next section. The proposed approach pro-
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vides a common framework for the classification and assessment of

existing methods, and for the design of new methods for the com-

putational synthesis and inference of networks. Thus, in addition

to its contribution to the understanding of existing methods, the

present work constitutes also a position paper proposing a research

agenda for the development of new algorithms for the synthesis

and inference of networks.

2. t-Graphs

To introduce the concept of t-graph let us start by consider-

ing the artificial neural network represented in Fig. 1a. Here the

devices1 are artificial neurons, and they are connected by weighted

directed links. This kind of neural network is often represented

using the abstract structure from graph theory called weighted

directed graph [39,18], which is composed of a  set of nodes, a set

of directed edges connecting ordered pairs of nodes, and a func-

tion that assigns a weight to every edge. For many applications the

graph drawn in Fig.  1a is ideally suited to model the neural network.

In fact, in graph theory the term “network” is  sometimes used as a

synonym of “weighted directed graph” [18].

1 Strictly speaking, we should distinguish the actual devices from their models.

For  example, in circuit theory one refers to the actual devices as circuit devices and

to  their models as circuit elements [6,16]. With some abuse of terminology, we will

use  the term “device” to refer to both the actual devices and to their models, relying

on  the context for disambiguation.

1877-7503/$ – see front  matter ©  2011 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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Fig. 1. (a) The conventional graphical representation of an  artificial neural network. The network is seen as a  collection of devices, drawn here as black circles, connected

by  directed weighted links, drawn as  labeled arrows. (b) The representation of the same neural network as a  collection of devices with terminals connected by weighted

links.  According to their role, the devices in the network are now explicitly attributed input (I) and output (O) terminals, and the links connect the terminals rather than the

devices.

Fig. 2. (a) A schematic representation of neuromodulatory connections in biolog-

ical  neural networks. Neuron N3 releases a  neuromodulator (represented as small

vesicles) that affect the interaction between the remaining neurons. (b) The pres-

ence  of neuromodulatory effects affecting neuron N4 can be modeled by adding a

distinct  modulatory input terminal (M)  to the standard input (S) of the conventional

artificial  neuron model.

For some other applications, however, the graph abstraction can

be improved by the simple act of specifying and keeping distinct

the identity of the points of interconnection between the devices.

Adopting the circuit theory terminology [6,16] we  will call the

points of interconnection between the devices, terminals. Using

this approach, the neural network of Fig. 1a can be represented

as in Fig. 1b, that is, as a collection of devices whose terminals

are connected via weighted links.2 In this simple example the two

representations look very similar and the advantages of the new

approach are not readily apparent. Let us then consider a few addi-

tional examples where the advantages of the new representation

can be better appreciated.

The first example is drawn from biological neural systems. In

these systems a crucial role is played by  signals called modulatory

signals [19] which influence the characteristics of the neurons or

the behavior of the connections between them, rather than their

level of activation (Fig. 2a). The influence of modulatory signals

range from the change of the sensitivity of the neurons to incoming

signals, to the reconfiguration of the network connectivity, to the

modulation of the plasticity and learning rates. Observations of bio-

logical neural systems [19] and experiments with simulated agents

[33,10] provide evidence that the inclusion of neuromodulatory

effects can substantially increase the potential and evolvability of

neural networks. The presence of a neuromodulatory signal affect-

ing the characteristics of a neuron and of its synapses can easily be

included in an artificial neuron model by adding a modulatory input

to the model. This implies, however, that a neuron can no longer

be simply represented as a node in a  graph as in Fig. 1a, because

2 Note that in the representation of Fig. 1b the  links are undirected, because the

role  played by the directed nature of the links in the graph representation is taken

by  the identity of the terminals in the new representation.

Fig. 3. The schematic representation of a simple electronic circuit.

the model must retain the distinct character of the neuron inputs.

In the words of neurobiologist Katz [19, p.  15]:

By  ignoring neuromodulatory actions, these so-called ‘ball and

stick’ diagrams [i.e., diagrams equivalent to those shown in our

Fig. 1a] do not represent adequately the richness of communi-

cation between neurons. Such diagrams can be very misleading

because [. . .] neurons communicate with both neurotransmis-

sion and neuromodulation simultaneously, providing a rich

environment where signals vary not only in time, space, and

intensity but also in character. [emphasis in the original]

To overcome the limitation lamented by Katz it  is necessary to

model neurons as devices with as many separate connection points

as there are inputs and outputs conveying signals with different

character, i.e., signals playing distinct roles in the operation of the

device.3 For example, the effect of the neuromodulatory neuron N3

on the neuron N4 in Fig. 2a can be represented using for N4 a model

with three terminals, as  shown in Fig. 2b.4

As second example, let us consider electronic circuits. Fig. 3

shows a schematic diagram of a simple electronic circuit, where the

symbol associated with the label Q1 stands for a bipolar transistor,

that is, a semiconductor device with three terminals called base

(B), collector (C) and emitter (E) (Fig. 4a). Using for the transistor

3 On the other hand, signals that have the same role (e.g., because they are all

summed together before further processing) can be carried by links connected to

the  same terminal.
4 Note that in the model represented in Fig. 2b it is the special nature of the input

terminal M which distinguishes the role of the neuromodulatory signal, and not the

special nature of neuron N3. This means that, in the t-graph perspective, we can

interpret the existence of special neuromodulatory neurons in biological brains as

motivated  by the need to keep distinct the character of the signals conveyed to other

neurons,  and by the biological constraint that signals with different roles  are  better

kept  distinct and carried by different chemicals.
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Fig. 4. (a) The standard symbol representing a bipolar transistor for  circuit drawing.

(b)  The representation of a transistor as a graph with two  edges used for circuit

analysis. (c) The representation of a transistor as a device with terminals suited to

the  new approach proposed in this paper.

the conventional graph representations used in circuit theory [6]

(Fig. 4b), and representing each two-terminal device as a directed

edge, the circuit can be drawn as the graph shown in Fig. 5a. This

graph representation is very useful if one wants to write the circuit

equations and compute the circuit currents and voltages. Fig. 5a,

however, reveals that devices with three terminals correspond to

two links in the graph representation (more generally, n-terminal

devices correspond to n −  1 links). Thus, although essential for the

simulation of the circuit, the conventional graph representation of

electronic circuits is not ideal when the unity of the devices must

be preserved, for example, during the synthesis of circuits, when

devices are typically tentatively inserted and removed from the cir-

cuit. A model that complies with this latter requirement is shown

in Fig. 4c. Now the transistor is represented as a single device with

three terminals. Using this same approach to model all the non-

resistive devices appearing in the circuit of Fig. 3, one can represent

the circuit as in Fig. 5b, that is, as  a collection of devices whose ter-

minals are interconnected via links which are weighted by the value

of resistance between pairs of terminals.

A  further example that illustrates the advantages of endow-

ing with terminals the traditional nodes of a network can be

drawn from the design of computer networks and, more generally,

of communication networks. Present-day computers and routers

are typically equipped with several distinct communication inter-

faces [32]. For example, a computer may  be equipped with several

types of wireless interface (implementing, for example, the Blue-

tooth, Wi-Fi 802.11, and Consumer Infrared standards) and several

types of wired interface (e.g., Ethernet, Firewire, USB). Each type

can further come in different versions having different maximum

transfer rates (e.g. 802.11 b/g/n, Ethernet 10/100/1000 Mbit/s, USB

1.1/2.0/3.0). The process of synthesizing and optimizing a computer

network must take into account the number, type, and version

of the communication interfaces available on  each computer and

router composing the network. This is awkward using the conven-

tional representation of the network as a  graph since there is no

natural way to identify the types of interfaces available on each

node, but can be easily done by representing the system as a net-

work of devices with terminals that correspond to the type and

version of communication interfaces available on the device.

As final example, let us consider gene regulatory networks (from

now on, simply gene networks). In  the traditional graph representa-

tion of gene networks the genes are represented as nodes and the

interactions between regulator genes and regulated target genes

are  represented as  directed links [15].  But  – in the words of Huang

and Kauffman [15, p.  1182] –

since each node can receive several inputs (“upstream regula-

tors”), it is more appropriate to combine modality of interaction

together with the way the target gene integrates the various

inputs to change its expression behavior (= output). Thus, each

node can be assigned a function that maps all its inputs in a

specific way to the output.

A discussion with further details on biological networks and on

gene networks in particular can be found in Section 6.4 below. How-

ever, a  consequence of Huang and Kauffman’s observation that is

already apparent at this stage is that each gene should be repre-

sented as a device having one terminal for each way the target gene

can functionally integrate its inputs [28,23], rather than as  a  node

of the conventional graph representation, because the latter does

not permit to identify the way  the regulator and regulated genes

interact.

Summing up, we have shown that many systems traditionally

represented as  weighted graphs can be effectively and usefully rep-

resented as collections of devices that are explicitly provided with

one or more points of interconnection called terminals. Given the

crucial role played in it  by terminals, we  propose the name terminal

graph (t-graph for short) for this kind of representation.5

3. Representation and computational synthesis of
networks

In order to permit the computational use of the t-graph con-

cept we need a computational representation for it. A t-graph is

constituted of (see the Appendix A for a formal definition):

1. A finite collection of (possibly parametrized) devices

2. Each device possessing a  finite collection of terminals

3. A collection of links between the terminals, each associated with

a value of interaction strength or weight

A  simple computational representation for these elements can

be obtained by  labeling the device terminals and defining an inter-

action map6 which associates a numeric value to every unordered

pair of terminal labels, possibly with a special value (e.g., zero) used

to denote the absence of a  link between a pair of terminals.

As mentioned in the introduction, one of the most significant

problems concerning networks is their computational synthesis.

Given the constituents of the representation for t-graphs listed

above, a  computational method of synthesis for networks can be

structured as a search involving one or more of the following three

elements (Fig. 6):

1. The number, type, and parameter values of the devices compos-

ing the network

2. The labels associated with the terminals of the devices

3. The interaction map associating a  weighted link with each pair

of terminal labels

As we will show below, existing methods for the computational

synthesis of networks perform a search on one  or two of these three

elements, and assign the remaining ones. We  can thus classify these

methods according to which elements of the representation are

preassigned and which elements are instead the subject of a search

5 In previous works [26–28] we used the term analog network for this same rep-

resentation.
6 We  use the term map  rather than function to emphasize the fact that the terminal

labels  are elements of an  arbitrary set, which is not necessarily a numeric field.
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Fig. 5. (a) The representation of the electronic circuit of Fig. 3 as a directed graph. (b) The representation of the same electronic circuit as  a collection of devices with terminals

connected  by weighted links.

process. To simplify the classification we will consider jointly the

number, the type, and the parameter values of the devices, and dis-

tinguish only methods that operate on one or more of these device

properties from methods that do  not implicate any of them in the

search.

In the rest of this paper we will mainly cite examples of evo-

lutionary synthesis of artificial neural networks, considered as

representative of the general problem of defining methods for the

computational synthesis of networks. The reason for this choice is

that there exist a vast literature and a rich variety of methods for the

evolutionary synthesis of neural networks [41,13]. This choice does

not entail a loss of generality, because the discussion and results

apply to any kind of network, and they are valid in general for

stochastic and deterministic search and optimization methods.

4. Existing methods for the computational synthesis of
networks

4.1. Methods that search the space of interaction maps

The earlier methods [13,41] that were developed for the com-

putational synthesis of networks assign and keep fixed during the

synthesis the number, type, and parameter values of the devices

that compose the network. They also implicitly assign and keep

Fig. 6. The elements that realize the t-graph representation of a network in view of its computational synthesis: a  collection of devices (with terminals), a  collection of

terminal  labels (here, ij for input terminals and ok for  output terminals), and an interaction map. The interaction map m(·) takes as arguments an unordered pair of terminal

labels  and produces the value of interaction strength between the  corresponding terminals. By applying the interaction map  to all pairs of terminal labels, one obtains the

complete  network.
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Fig. 7. A schematic representation of a class of methods for the synthesis of networks which assigns the collection of devices with labeled terminals of the t-graph represen-

tation,  and synthesizes the interaction map as a  matrix of values. The synthesis of the matrix entries is typically performed with a  deterministic or stochastic search method

(e.g.,  gradient descent, or an evolutionary algorithm). In this schematic representation and in those shown in the following pages, the elements of the network that  are the

subject  of the synthesis process are  represented in blue and drawn with thick lines. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is  referred

to  the web version of the article.)

fixed the terminal labels of the t-graph representation by deriving

them from the labels of the devices. Once the devices and terminal

labels are assigned, what remains as the subject of the synthesis

is thus the sole interaction map. For example, assuming as given

the indexed collection of devices shown in the top row of Fig. 6,

the labels ij and oj can be considered as implicitly assigned to the

input and output terminal, respectively, of the jth device. The fact

that actual connections can be established only between inputs and

outputs corresponds to assigning a default null value of the interac-

tion map  to all the pairs of terminal labels of the type (ij, ik) and (oj,

ok). The synthesis method is thus required to generate the values of

interaction strength wj,k =  m({ij, ok})  taken by the interaction map

on all the unordered pairs of terminal labels of the type (ij, ok). This

corresponds to the generation of the entries of a matrix (Fig. 7).7

Examples of methods falling under this heading are most of

the fixed-genome-length methods for evolutionary neural network

synthesis described in [13,41]. Some of these methods encode and

evolve the entries of this matrix in a binary genome; other meth-

ods, for example, Evolutionary Strategies [2], represent and evolve

this matrix as a real-valued vector. Note that even classical meth-

ods of neural network training such as back-propagation of error

[3,14] can be interpreted in this framework as searching for the

7 This matrix is similar to the  weighted adjacency matrix defined for weighted

graphs  [4],  except for its defining the values associated with connections between

terminals rather than with connections between nodes.

minimum of the error function in the space of interaction maps

represented by the matrix of values shown in Fig. 7. Searching

in the space of interaction maps that  are represented as matrices

of map  values has the advantage of simplicity but suffers from a

lack of scalability since the number of entries in the matrix grows

quadratically with the number of devices in the network. This is  a

well-known problem of representations of multidimensional maps

based on simple structures such as  matrices and look-up tables

[3]. We  will consider below methods capable of assuaging this

problem.

4.2. Methods that operate on an efficient representation of  the

interaction map

In the t-graph perspective, an obvious way to overcome the scal-

ability problem of the matrix representation of the interaction map

that was mentioned above is to employ a more efficient represen-

tation of the interaction map  (Fig. 8). An example of a potentially

efficient representation of a map  is a feed-forward neural network

(Fig. 8c). A feed-forward neural network represents a  map as  a

parametrized composition of simple maps selected from a set of

neuron activation functions [3].  The first benefit of this kind of repre-

sentation is that with a judicious choice of the activation functions

one can generate a  large variety of maps by  using a reasonably

small number of parameters. A neural network used to repre-

sent the interaction map of a t-graph will take pairs of terminal

labels as inputs, and will produce the value of interaction strength
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Fig. 8. Methods for the synthesis of networks that search in the space of the interaction maps (a) can operate on a simple representation of the map such as a  weight matrix

(b)  or adopt a more efficient representation of the map. For example (c), the interaction map  can be represented as a  neural network that takes as inputs pairs of terminal

labels  and produces as output the value of the weight associated with the connection between the terminals.

associated with the connection between the corresponding termi-

nals as output.8

Using this representation, a method for the synthesis of net-

works which performs a search in the space of interaction maps

will actually search in the space of the neural networks represent-

ing the interaction map. More generally, this kind of method will

search in the space of some efficient representation of the inter-

action map  (Fig. 9). An efficient representation of the interaction

map such as a feed-forward neural network has the benefit that it

scales better than the matrix representation when the number of

devices and terminals of the synthesized network increases. More-

over, a composition of functions defined on a continuous domain is

not limited to a unique, predefined resolution, but, once generated

by the search process, it  can be sampled at  several different resolu-

tions and can thus be used to generate the connectivity pattern of

networks with largely different number of devices [35]. An actual

example the class of methods illustrated in Fig. 9 is Hyper-NEAT

[35,9].

4.3. Methods that search the space of  devices and interaction

maps

To increase the  flexibility of the methods described in Section

4.1, many methods add to the search in the space of the interac-

tion maps, a search in the space of devices [13,41]. Fig. 10 shows a

schematic representation of a class of methods that explicitly repre-

sent the number and kind of devices present in the network and the

weights between the terminals of the devices. This gives the pos-

sibility of generating networks with different numbers of devices.

Examples of methods falling under this heading are many of the

variable-genome-length methods for evolutionary neural network

synthesis described in [13,41].

4.4. Methods that search the space of  devices and terminal labels

An approach to the synthesis of networks which is complemen-

tary to the assignment of the terminal labels combined with the

synthesis of the interaction map described so far, consists in assign-

8 Note that, as pointed out previously, each terminal label can be an entity more

complex than a single numeric value. For example, it could be a list of numeric

values,  or an arbitrary sequence of symbols. Thus, each of the two inputs of the

box  representing the interaction map  in Fig. 8a must be interpreted as  potentially

corresponding to several (not necessarily numerical) actual inputs.

ing the interaction map while synthesizing the devices and the

terminal labels. Fig. 11  shows a schematic representation of this

class of methods, where the terminal labels, the number, the type,

and the parameters of the devices forming the network are syn-

thesized by  the search algorithm. This approach to the synthesis

of networks has the advantage that the interaction map must no

longer be represented in view of the search, an operation which,

as we have seen, can suffer from scalability problems. On the other

hand, this approach creates the problem of the choice of an  inter-

action map, which may  also be far from trivial [26]. Examples of

methods for the synthesis of networks belonging to this class are

the evolutionary methods based on the analog genetic encoding

(AGE) [26–28].

5. The missing methods

The examples considered so  far show that it  is  possible to clas-

sify existing methods for the computational synthesis of networks

according to their way of handling the three elements that form

the t-graph representation of the network (Fig. 6). We have seen

that each element of the representation can be either assigned and

kept fixed, or synthesized by  the algorithm. Moreover, we have

seen that when the interaction map is synthesized, it can be repre-

sented either in an inefficient or in an  efficient way. The upper half

of Table 1 summarizes this classification. Note that further combi-

nations corresponding to methods that are obvious simplifications

of existing entries have not been included in the table (e.g., synthe-

sizing only the terminal labels while keeping fixed both the devices

and the interaction map  would be a simplification of the methods

corresponding to the fourth row).

What is interesting at this point is to consider combinations

that, to the best of our knowledge, do not correspond to any exist-

ing method for the computational synthesis of networks. We will

call the methods corresponding to these combinations the missing

methods. Let us proceed to consider a  few of these and to list them in

the lower half of Table 1. A first combination that does not appear

among the existing methods is  one where all the three elements

of the representation are synthesized. Note that the representa-

tions considered so far for the devices and terminal labels are all

potentially inefficient, in the sense that they involve the explicit

representation of each device or of each terminal label. It is cer-

tainly possible, however, to conceive of an efficient representation

for the devices and the terminal labels as  well. Just to give an  exam-

ple, mimicking the efficient representation of the interaction map
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Fig. 9. A schematic representation of a  class of methods for the synthesis of networks which assigns the collection of devices with labeled terminals and synthesizes an

efficient  representation of the interaction map.

described above, we could use a  function whose properties (say, the

position in the domain and the  nature of some kind of critical point

of the function [11,43])  determine a set of coordinates to be used

as terminal labels and the properties of the device, respectively.

This means that we can conceive of classes of missing methods

that synthesize an efficient representation of one or more of the

three elements forming the computer representation of t-graphs,

as shown schematically in the last four rows of Table 1.

6. Discussion

Equipped with the t-graph concept and with the classification

scheme of Table 1 for the methods of network synthesis we can now

consider a few questions that arise in relation to the application of

the missing methods and discuss the place of further social, tech-

nological, and biological examples of networks in the classification

scheme of Table 1.

Table 1
The sketch of a classification scheme for the methods of synthesis of networks (a finer classification can be obtained considering separately the status of the number, type,

and  parameters of the devices). In the synthesis of a  network, each element of the t-graph representation can be either fixed or synthesized. Additionally, the synthesized

elements  can be represented in an inefficient or an  efficient way. The top half of the table lists existing methods that have been discussed in the text. The bottom half of

the  table represents combinations that do not correspond to existing computational methods for network synthesis (missing methods). Besides methods that synthesize all

the  elements of the t-graph representation, we can infer the existence of missing methods based on combinations of one or  more efficient representations of the devices,

terminal  labels, and interaction map.

Devices Terminal labels Interaction map Examples

Existing methods

Fixed Fixed Synthesized Fixed-length direct

encodings

Fixed  Fixed Synthesized, with

efficient representation

Hyper-NEAT

Synthesized  Fixed Synthesized Variable-length direct

encodings

Synthesized  Synthesized Fixed AGE

Missing  methods

Synthesized Synthesized Synthesized

Biological circuits (e.g., gene

networks), but no

computational method so far

Synthesized,  with

efficient representation

Fixed or synthesized Fixed or synthesized

Fixed  or synthesized Synthesized, with

efficient representation

Fixed or synthesized

At  least one synthesized Synthesized, with

efficient representation

At  least two synthesized and with efficient representation
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Fig. 10. A schematic representation of a class of methods for the  synthesis of networks which synthesizes both the collection of devices with terminals composing the t-graph

representation,  and the interaction map  represented as a matrix of values. The terminal labels are implicitly derived from the device identifiers.

6.1. Applications of  the missing methods

A first question that is worth considering concerns the pos-

sible advantages and applications of the missing methods listed

in Table 1. For example, assuming that it  is necessary to con-

sider networks having different number and type of devices in the

search, one can consider the possibility of defining a  new method

which synthesizes both the interaction map and the terminal labels

rather than use existing methods that operate on only one of these

two elements. The possibility of using methods that operate on

the space of both elements adds degrees of freedom to the def-

inition of the network, so that a search process that might get

stuck when operating on only one of these elements could use

the additional degrees of freedom to escape this condition. Other

advantages and improvements over existing methods might stem

from the use of novel combinations of efficient representations.

For example, the experiments reported in [35] have shown how

the use of an efficient representation for the interaction map can

lead to an excellent scalability of the outcome of the synthesis. The

use of combinations of more than one efficiently encoded element

of the t-graph representation could further extend this favorable

property to cases where, for example, it is also crucial to define

networks that are heterogeneous in terms of the nature of the

devices.

We must keep in mind, however, that each type of method has

its own niche of applicability, and that we don’t always have to

turn to the most complex method. For example, if the network

need only be composed of a small and fixed number of preassigned

devices, the adoption of a  simple, inefficient representation of the

interaction map  might be the best choice.

6.2.  Network inference

So far we have considered mainly the impact of the t-graph

perspective on the computational synthesis of networks. There is,

however, another important class of computational problems con-

cerning networks: that of network inference (also called reverse

engineering of networks). In a network inference problem one is

given some prior information about the network and some data

collected from it, and is asked to estimate its structure and param-

eters. As explained in [23,28,36],  a computational inference process

can be based on algorithms that synthesize an  ensemble of tenta-

tive solutions. Thus, the approach presented above in relation with

the problem of classifying and designing methods for network syn-

thesis extends naturally to the important problem of classifying and

designing methods for the computational inference of networks.

6.3. Complex networks

Fostered by the wealth of newly available data on large biologi-

cal, technological, and social networks, a new discipline of complex

networks has emerged in the last few years [1,5,8,31,37]. There is

no universally agreed definition of what constitutes the field of

complex network studies, but we can take as  a  reasonably encom-

passing viewpoint the  one that sees it (or at least most of it) as

the application of the methods of statistical physics to the study of

networks [8].  The main goal is typically to estimate the statistical

properties of a class of networks based on  a few global properties

observed in a sample of networks representative of the class. Mim-

icking the approach followed by statistical mechanics, in studying

complex networks one thus starts by observing a  few structural
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Fig. 11. A schematic representation of a class of methods for the synthesis of networks which assigns the interaction map and synthesizes the collection of devices and the

terminal  labels.

characteristic of some actual network (for example, one may  count

the total number of nodes, and evaluate the degree distribution

[1,8] of, say, a given gene network). Next, one tries to determine

the ensemble of networks that comply with the observed struc-

tural characteristics. Ideally, one would like to determine and focus

on the ensemble of networks that maximize the entropy given the

constraints represented by  the observed structural characteristics,

since this ensemble represents the most probable type of network

complying with these characteristics. Endowed with the maximum

entropy ensemble one can finally determine the statistical proper-

ties possessed by the  networks of the kind originally observed.

Unfortunately, for many real-world networks the number of

structural characteristics that  must be taken into account to rea-

sonably characterize them is large. This is especially true  if the

networks are not static but change over time. The consequence is

that the number of constraints that must be considered for entropy

maximization is so large that the problem becomes computation-

ally infeasible [1].  To circumvent this issue one can try to generate

a sample of the maximum entropy ensemble of networks by  means

of stochastic dynamical procedures that specify how to construct

the networks [1,5,8]. This implies that the constraints derived from

the observation of the actual networks can no longer be structural

characteristics but, rather, constraints on the construction proce-

dures themselves. This, in turn, presupposes that  one can easily

represent those constraints in the network construction algorithm.

It is in relation to this requirement that we see a first way  in

which the study of complex networks can benefit from the con-

cept of t-graph introduced in this paper. As we have shown in the

examples of Section 2, for many real-world networks the establish-

ment of the connections between the devices is contingent upon

the  nature of the device terminals. Thus, any growth process con-

cerning the  network is constrained by the nature of the terminals.

This implies that the representation of the real-world network as a

collection of devices with terminals, i.e., as a t-graph, is  essential for

the representation of the actual constraints existing in the process

of network growth.9

This aspect is related to a second way in which the t-graph per-

spective can benefit the study of complex networks, namely, in

helping to answer some criticisms that have been leveled at the

complex network approach regarding its actual relevance for many

kinds of real-world systems, and the necessity to move beyond

observation and modeling to tackle problems of validation and

control [20,22,29].  For example, Li and coworkers note that [22,

p. 495] “[in] domains like engineering (or biology) .  . . design, evo-

lution, functionality, and constraints are  all key ingredients that

simply cannot be ignored”. The use of the t-graph perspective can

help realize a first step towards the inclusion of these ingredients

in the complex network analysis by expressing existing functional

constraints via the functional identity of the device terminals. Dis-

cussing the problem of adopting new approaches to validation,

Mitzenmacher observes that [29, p. 529] “A  compelling possibility is

to make use of time series analysis, with the goal that one observes

the system over time to judge the underlying assumptions of the

proposed model.” As shown in [24] for the case of gene networks,

9 Note that once the collection of networks has been generated using the t-graph

representation, one can always reduce the t-graph representation to a  conventional

graph  representation in order to perform the traditional kind of statistical analyses

on  the collection.
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the analysis of the compatibility of a  given network model with a

collection of observed time series can be effectively founded on a

process of network inference. Thus, the use of time series analysis

advocated by Mitzenmacher may  benefit from the new methods

of network inference whose existence is revealed by  the t-graph

perspective.

Finally, the t-graph concept can lead to the identification of

new classes of networks sharing important structural properties.

For example, many real-world systems can be seen as networks

composed by devices possessing input and output terminals, and a

gating terminal that regulates the input–output flow (active devices

in electronic circuits, enzymes in metabolic networks, and gated

and modulated neurons in neural networks can be interpreted as

such kind of device [25], and the effect of sanitary interventions

might be interpreted in a similar way in the context of the modeling

of epidemic spreading in population networks [7]).  Thus, one could

conceive a program of study of the properties of a  class of “gated”

complex networks. Other classes of networks may  be identified on

the basis of similar structural properties related to the nature of the

device terminals.

6.4. Biological networks

Another interesting question is whether the genetic represen-

tations of biological networks can be classified according to the

scheme of Table 1 and, the case being, to which class they belong.

Let us first consider the case of gene networks.

As schematized in Fig. 12, and detailed in [28,23],  a  gene net-

work can be modeled as a  t-graph where the genes correspond to

the devices and the interaction between two genes is determined

by the interaction between the gene products of the first gene with

the regulatory regions of the second gene. Thus, it is possible to

consider the coding and the regulatory regions of two genes as ter-

minal labels associated with the genes’ output and input terminals,

respectively. Evolution can modify these regions of the genes and,

thus, we can interpret the evolution of biological gene networks

as a method of network synthesis where the genes are the devices

and the terminal labels are encoded and evolved. Since genes can be

mutated, duplicated, and inactivated, the devices are  also encoded

and evolved. The interaction map  is determined by the cellular

environment in which the genome is immersed and depend on the

laws of physics and chemistry which influence the generation of the

gene products and their interactions with the regulatory regions of

the genome. Since the cellular environment can also change dur-

ing evolution, and is determined in part epigenetically [17], in part

by the molecular machinery and by other gene products encoded

in the genome, we can conclude that the interaction map  is also

encoded and evolved. Thus, the evolutionary synthesis of biologi-

cal gene networks can be interpreted as belonging to the class of

methods of network synthesis that vary all the three elements of the

t-graph representation. Concerning the distinction between ineffi-

cient and efficient representations, we might tentatively say that

in the case of biological gene networks the representation of the

devices and terminal labels is inefficient, since all the elements are

explicitly encoded in the genome. The case of the interaction map

is less clear, because the genome also influences the properties of

the interaction map  via the encoding of the molecular machinery

and of the chemicals that will be released within the cell. One could

argue that this representation is potentially efficient.

Another example of biological networks that can be modeled

as t-graphs are neural networks. The case of the classification of

biological neural networks according to the scheme of Table 1 is

definitely less clear than that of gene networks just examined, since

the synthesis of biological neural networks depends on a  still poorly

understood developmental process that certainly depends on the

genome but is also heavily influenced by environmental factors. The

devices are certainly evolved, and the connectivity is also geneti-

cally influenced. Moreover, the complexity and scalability of the

neural network with respect to the genetic information points to

an efficient representation. It is however difficult to say if and how

in biological nervous systems the genetic instructions determine

a hypothetical labeling of the device terminals and a hypothetical

interaction map  which establish a set of tentative connections, to

be later refined according to environmental and functional factors.

6.5. Multiplex networks

Social network analysis is the joint subfield of network and social

science that studies the relations between social entities called

actors (which can be either individuals or social groups) [40].  In  a

social network,  nodes represent actors, and links represent relations

between actors. Typically, given a set of actors one is interested

in representing and studying several distinct relations between

pairs of actors. These distinct relations can be represented using

several distinct networks on the same set of nodes, or using a  net-

work representation called multiplex (or multivariate)  network that

allows the presence of several distinct links between pairs of nodes

[30,38,40].

A multiplex network can be realized as  a t-graph by simply

endowing each of its nodes, considered as a  t-graph device, with as

many distinct terminals as possible relations in the multiplex net-

work, and stipulating that only pairs of terminals of the same type

can be connected. In general, however, this interpretation appears

contrived because it shifts the multiple nature of the relations from

the links – where it belongs –  to the terminals. A possible excep-

tion to this contra-indication concerns the computational inference

of a multiplex network, where one is given the set of nodes and

must reconstruct the links from indirect observations. In this case

it appears useful to employ the t-graph representation, which, con-

trary to the multiplex network representation, explicitly identifies

the number and kind of links that can exist between nodes before

the links themselves are  inferred.

6.6. Developmental representations

At first sight, the important class of developmental representa-

tions for the synthesis of networks [21,12,14] does not fit  in the

classification proposed above and schematized in Table 1. In  most

cases, however, the result of an  artificial developmental process

can be conceived of as  defining a hierarchy of coordinate systems

in the evolved structure, and the final outcome of the developmen-

tal process can be replicated in terms of a composition of functions,

without the intervention of the developmental process [34].

One could object that biological developmental processes also

have the additional role of permitting the conditioning of the devel-

opmental outcome by the environmental conditions under which

development takes place. Although this additional role might be

mimicked in an artificial setting using an efficiently encoded inter-

action map  that includes inputs from the environment, most

existing artificial developmental processes do not include any kind

of effect based on the interaction with the environment. Thus,

most of them could be properly represented by methods capable

of reproducing just their final outcome such as those schematically

illustrated in Table 1.

6.7. The self-decoding paradox

Methods of network synthesis like those described in Section

4.2, which represent and evolve the interaction map of the t-graph

representation using a feed-forward neural network, that is, using

a further network, materialize at first sight a paradoxical infinite

regress because in the t-graph representation the decoding of the
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Fig. 12. (a) In biological gene networks, the interaction between genes is realized by molecules that are synthesized (by molecular machines such as the RNA polymerase)

from  the coding region of one gene and interact with the regulatory region of another gene. (b) Abstracting the details of the biological process, the interaction can be

interpreted  as involving the coding region of the first gene and the regulatory region of the second gene. (c) This abstraction can be interpreted as a  t-graph where the genes

correspond  to the devices and the coding and regulatory regions correspond to terminal labels associated with the output and input terminals of the genes, respectively. The

interaction  map  is determined by the action of the molecular machines that transform the coding regions into gene products, by the cellular environment, and by the laws

of  physics and chemistry which determine the working of the molecular machines and the interaction of the gene products with the regulatory regions.

second network in turn requires the definition of an  interaction

map. In fact, the paradox is easily solved. The simplest solution is

to adopt two different classes of representations for the two  net-

works, using the first network to define the interaction map  of the

second, and assigning or synthesizing, for example, as a matrix of

weights the interaction map  of the first network. Biological gene

networks illustrate another interesting solution to the paradox. In

biological gene networks, the  molecular machinery and chemical

environment that initially realize the interaction map  (for exam-

ple, in a fertilized cell) are essentially epigenetically inherited from

the mother [17] and determine the initial “wiring” of the gene net-

work. Subsequently, the working of this initial gene network results

in the decoding of the genetic information to produce new molec-

ular machinery and a  new cellular environment, which gradually

replaces those that were epigenetically inherited. In  the t-graph

perspective, the whole process can be interpreted as an initial

assignment of the interaction map by  epigenetic inheritance, fol-

lowed by the gradual replacement of this interaction map with one

that is encoded in the genome and can be genetically evolved. Tak-

ing inspiration from this interpretation of the biological evidence,

one could conceive a computational approach to the synthesis of

networks where the interaction map  is efficiently represented as a

t-graph, and this further network is initially decoded using an epi-

genetically inherited interaction map, possibly later replaced by

the one encoded in the genome and initially decoded using the

epigenetically inherited decoding information.

7. Conclusion

In  this paper we have shown that for some important application

like the computational synthesis and inference of networks, that is,

of systems composed of collections of connected devices, it  is very

useful to represent the networks in terms of a new abstraction that

we have tentatively named terminal graph (t-graph for short). This

new representation differs from the conventional graph represen-

tation by attributing terminals to the devices and by connecting

the device terminals rather than the devices as in the conventional

graph representation. Using the t-graph concept as  a guideline, we

have proposed a computational representation that is based on

the labeling of the device terminals and the definition of an inter-

action map  that transforms pairs of terminal labels into weights

associated with the links. This representation can be used as a

basis for the computational synthesis and inference of networks.

We have shown that the existing computational methods for net-

work synthesis can be classified according to the elements of the

t-graph representation that the user must assign, those that are
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synthesized by the search process, and on the efficiency of the

representation used for the latter. Finally, we have shown that

the proposed representation and the ensuing classification per-

mits the identification of a whole class of missing methods for the

synthesis and inference of networks which operate on combina-

tions of the elements that constitute the t-graph representation.

The next step consists in the implementation of the missing meth-

ods and in the identification of the conditions under which each of

them performs best and holds the greatest potential of improve-

ment over existing techniques for the synthesis and inference of

networks.
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Appendix A. Definitions

Graph:  A graph [18] is a  pair G = (N, L)  in which N is a finite set of

nodes and L is a set of two-element subsets of N called links.

Weighted graph:  A weighted graph [18] is a triple W = (N, L, w)  in

which G = (N, L) is a graph, and w is a function that assigns a  weight

to each link of G.

Terminal graph: A terminal graph (t-graph) is a quadruple R  =  (D,

N, L, w)  in which D is a  finite set of devices,  N =  {(d, t  ∈ Td)|d ∈ D} is a

set of device terminals with {Td}d∈D a family of finite sets of terminals

indexed by D, and W = (N, L, w) is a  weighted graph.
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